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lNrnotucrony
Lake Agassiz covered an area of great extent during the retreat
of the last ice sheet towards Hudson Bay. Its area at lny stage has
not been defined with accuracy; for its northern boundary was the
retreating ice wall. At its greatest height it covered aimost the
whole of southern Manitoba, and part of North Dakota and Minnesota; and the place where winnipeg now stands was over 500 feet
below the surface of the lake. The lowering of the lake was not a
gradual process' but was interrupted by many breaks, of sufficient
duration to permit of well defined beaches being formed on the shores
of the lake. These beaches are crear cut topomphical features of
the present surface of southern Manitoba, moffiarticurarry along
the foot of the Manitoba escarpment on what was the western shore
of the lake. The area is not yet complçtely drained out, for Lake
winnipegosis, Lake Manitoba and Lake winnipeg are the piesent-day
representatives of this great inland sea; the obstacle to further
lowering of the waters being not a receding ice-sheet, but the pre_
cambrian ridges which only slowly give way befqre the erosive force
of the Nelson river, through whích the system now empties into
Hudson Bay.

In a freshwater basin of such considerable extent conditions
are favorable for the study of freshwater sedimentation. At the
low temperature of a glacial lake the salt content in the water is low,
for rock disintegration has been limited. The action of electrolytes
in precipitating sediment is therefore reduced to a minimum. During
the melting season glacial rockflour and other rock sediment is poured

into,the lake by fluvioglacial streams and from land rivers: in the
winter such contributions cease, and time is given for the finer sediments to settle undisturbed. particularly in the deeper parts of

the lake, as where winnipeg now stands, undisturbed by locaì fluctuations the sedimentation of the summer aùd the winter
ieriods should
register itself in the clays now exposed to view: and e-riderrce should
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be available to assist in interpreting the freshwater sedimentation
that obtained during Lake Agassiz times.

process and the conditions

The Clays o! the W'ínniPeg Area

The clays deposited in the Lake Agassiz basin would appear to
be somewhat limited in thickness in Southern Manítoba, except in
restricted areas. Good sections are not, howeier, easily available,
and attention has, for the present, been confined to the Winnipeg
area, where sections are exposed by'excavation or on the river banks,
and where the thickness of the clays is considerable. It is planned
to extend the investigation to the clays which were deposited near the
margin of the lake, when the \Ã/innipeg beds have been investigated
in complete detail.
The most complete sections that have been available to date
are the sections exposed in the foundation work for the municipal
Standby Plant for Winnipeg, at the east end of Rupert Street, approximately 150 yards west from the west bank of the Red river, and
the exposure on the Red river, on the east bank, immediately south
of the C.P.R. bridge at Kildonan Park. These sections are given in
detail in Figures land 2. The descriptions of the sections are as

follows:-

'Èf '

Section at Stand.by Pt'aqt, Ruþ;ev¡ Street,

2t

z',,8"
2t 6t'
2t 6t'

8u
5', 2',t

-8"
gt 4tt
7'

2t

1)

Soil
Sand, in undulating, interrupted beds

Dark grey clay, finely bedded
Light yellowish clay, somewhat sandy

8"

r0' 4"

W'inniþeg. (Fig.

Dark grey clay, with fine and very
perfect lamination.

0t,

Section on Eøst Banþ oJ Red' Riaer, 3oo yard's south oJ C.P 'R' brid,ge at Kild'onøn Pørk'

(Fig. 2)

Distance from Surface
3',

9%"

4', 4rÁ"
7', 5%"

g' 6%"

l0'L"

10, g"

Lq',O"

I

Thickness

3' g%"
7"
ÔI

L,

TII

L' 6%"
8"
gt' 3t'

Soil

Marly beds
Sand, irregularly bedded
Dark grey clay, breaking in cubes

Dark grey clay, finely bedded

Light yellowish clay, somewhat sandy
Dark grey clay, finely laminated
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Sand beds

c/"ys(g.1y,tslþr)

C/a¡rc (ye//ory

Fig.

1.

sandy)

Section at Standby Plant, Rupert Street, Winnþeg, Man,

IETY OF CANADA

L2

2/arQ soi/

Sand óeds

C/ays(grg4 fr/bó/Ð
c/ays (¿!ray, bedded)
C/ays (ye,//ow,

"C/a1s

(dark gralt toye//ow

¿¡rgr,

Fig.

2.

sandy)

frne! /amnated)

Section, Right Bank, Red River, above Kildonan
Park railway bridge, Winnipeg, Man.
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In neither case was the section complete, the lower
.beds continuing beneath the exposed cut. " -----l
Sections were taken at other places ìn
or in the outskirts of the
city, from Fort Garry in the .ouih ,o River Heights
in the west.
The soil varies from 2 to 411 feet in thickness.
The
underlying
sandy beds, usually irregularly bedded,
vary consid erably in their
'clay content, and, indeed,
at Rivervie* 1n"ui Ki"g G;;g; Isolation
Hospital) and at eueensrown Street (River
Heighå)
than sands. In St. Boniface, this sáme horizon
";;.r";ríh"rather
provides
.luy,
for the brickmaking indusiry. The nature of the
bedding of these
sands' clayey sands or,sandy crays às
the case may be, wourd indicate
that they have been.raid down by river action,
and are later than,
and not connected with, the LakeAgassiz
stage. The RJ river, o,

its late Pleistocene predecessorwu uipãr"ntry
at this stage a shallow,
rapjd, sand-carrying stream which pe.ioaicrtty
overfrowed its banks
and deposited sand or silt as the occasion
offered. Below these
sand beds lie the crays which were undoubtedry
t.ke aeposited, and
with them .we are more immediately concerned.

The lake clays,
so far as they are exposed, consist of two
^
se¡ies
of- finelv
larninated -in
beds-separated tv u *"lr*uin"¿, ¡utlirirr,
sandy
bed' The upper series is between á, reet and B feet thick,
has less
perfect lamination than the lower series,
is more ¿"nrii"ìvlilty, u.rd
tends to break, on drying, with deûnite cubical parting- 'iià
lor"".
series is very perfectry laminated, very uniform
throughî", ilrà whore
section thus far obtained, and is buiit of laminae
i"aflike
thinness' separating the two series is a bed to "rï*".i
whích considerable
interest is attached' It occurs in the
winnipeg
u, ,
fromS/z to 12 feet from the surface, varies in thickness
"r"u fromJ"pth of
4 inches
to 8 inches, is uniformly pare yellow in color, r,u.
u iìgrr-o".."rr,u*"
of uncombined silica in the form of sand grains,
and in the section
south of the Kirdonan park bridge shows distinct
cross
with the dip of beds to the north. There was evidentry bedding,
a period of
shallowing of the lake to the extent that, even
in the deep winnipeg
basin, the Iake had been replaced by a rapid,
north_flowing river,
which in rurn gave place to a lake in wnlln
the upper .1"i. *"r"
precipitated. Further evidence of the shailowing
i.^ ,ror"J'in the
standby Plant section, where at distances B inches
above the top of
the yellow sandy bed, and 2 inches and 4 inches
berow the bortom
of th9 same bed, very thin bands of gravel occur.
Th" p"fbl". ur"
of limestone and granite, and are the onry materiars
of ctarse grain
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in his investigations in the
in the whole section. w. A. Johnstonr,
"noted
this yellow bed' both on the
Whitemouth L.L" ur"u, haã
had

Red river vallev' and
G.W.W.D. line east fii"Jo"g, and in the
"i
Lake Agassiz' an outlet
of
interpreted i, u. ,"p'å'å"^'i-ö"Ift"flowing
the northern icethrough
fouJ
having probablv b";;;;;-"rarily
in the Greater Winnipeg
sheet. The elevatio" "ltfti e'o'iã" surface
by Johnston is 1075
determined
Water District Rail;; tettio", as
Even when allowance
feet. In the Wlnnipe!tections it is 740 feet'
the figures quoted
time,
that
is made fo, ditr"r"niiti-tpiril since
la'ke through at least 300 feet
indicate a lowering Jtf'"ï"t"ts of the
oiì"rti.ut depth by a temporary opening to the north'

TnB Cor'roroer' RB¡'cuoN oF rsB.Cr-lvs
of which the clay beds
Preliminary to the study of the lamjnae
*tt made of the nature of the clav
are composed, an ;;;;;át
.\¡¡.ï
.
ãf . .o*ptrison of the upper clay beds' the
beds as a whole, ¡v
b"at' An important practical feature
nãtrå*Ç¿, and thÉ 1o*ä' tlay Witt"ipeg builders found.the vellow
to the study lay i" tle-fact ihe
their-foundations' for
clay bed to u" ,,,,,ti1, t"ã l""utiutly.plac"
below this bed' The studv
buildings of any .åîti¿"ttUf" weight'
(b)
colloidal' (c) mechanical'
might be classified'äî-iti-trt"*icä'
on_ in the present
reported
The chemical and colloìdal studies are
aid'of the superthe
by
communication. 1.iã *"tftuttical analysis'
paper'
centrifuge, will be dealt with in a later
Chem'ical, AnalYs'is

taken from the fresh
The samples of clay used for analysis were
Three
"-ift" Plant' Rupert Street' Winnipeg'
excavations at the Siti¿¡v
section
inch
five
n*t (A) was of a typical
analyses were made'
of a tvpical flve inch
of the gray siltv.l"v;--;h;-t"àoí¿-(B) was (c) was of a typical
the. third
section of the y"llow ,ardy .luy. and_
clays. The positionE
laminated
five inch section or arr"ärrËgrÇn'"ty
by exact measurements; the
of the above sectionJ *lr"-".iu¡lished
the second 7 feet 10 inches
first was 6 feet 9 itt"tt"t io 7 feet 2 inches'
9 feet t07f inches
g
;;;;;; ã i;.rr* uni tr," tr,irà reet |tf inches to

fromthesurface.a.-u-r".,rtt,ananalysisoftheyellowclayanda
it were obtained' Great
characteristic ,ectio" ãbo-'" and below
each of the sections
taken in cutting a uniform sample of
care was
chosen.
128 G*1. Surv. Can' 1921,
Schtoesing, Th. The
pp. 376-380.

c.Ji;;;;t',t"

-M"*"ir

p'

31'

ct"y".

compt. Rend. Vol. 79, 1874'
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The samples were carefully levigated in an agate mortar. Then
they were well mixed, placed in the electric oven and dried at a temperature of 110' centigrade to remove the moisture. After drying,
the samples ïyere preserved in a desiccator.
The system of analysis used was that prescribed by W. F. Hildebrande in "The Analysis of Silicate and Carbonate Rocks," Bulletin
422, United States Geological Survey.
Table oJ Analysis

Silica. .
Alumina.
I¡on Oxides.

56.02
20:53

58. 63

55

.48

Magnesia.

3.81

9.72
8.42
3.62

Lime.

2.75

6.4I

3.25
4.95

.80

1.60
2.85
9.00

1.86
8.77

99. 53

100.08

5. 35

.

Sodium Oxide. .
Potassium Oxide..
Ignition.

2.22
9.02

20.37
6

.54

.82

In examining these analyses it is seen that in general the compositions of (A) and (C) are somewhat similar; (B) however differs
widely. This can partly be explained, for of the total amount of
silica in (B) a large part, almost half of it, is free sand. If this is
taken into account'then (B) also is somewhat similar to (A) and (C).
The high percentage of magnesia and lime indicates that practically no leaching has taken place since the clays were deposited.
The excess of potassium over sodium in each analysis may be
due to the greater ease with which potassium is absorbed by cotloidal
substances,
Collodd,al,

AnøIysis

That clays contain colloids has been known for a considerable
1874 a French ceramic chemist, Th. Schloesingl isolated
the colloidal matter in clay, and showed that the amount of colloidal
material in the best clays was small, rarely exceeding 1.5 per cent.
He also was the first to suggest the idea that in controlling the plasticity of clays, it tvas a question of cogtrolling the colloids. Little
notice was taken of this work until 1896, when Rohland2 made further
investigations along this line and suggested that the power of absorbihg a definite amount of water is due to the coJloids in the clay,

time. In

2Rohland,

P. Die

Tone.
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and that as soon as the clay has absorbed a sufficient amount of water

to convert its colloids'into the form of a colloidal sol its ability to
absorb water reaches a saturation point and ceases, this being pro-

present, and roughly, to the plasticity.
Keppler also found that the hygroMillers,
According to Pearce and
plasticity.
Cushmana and Ashleys
varied
as
the
scopicity of clays
of Schloesing, Ashley
theory
the
degree,
substantiated, to a certain
gel
of
the clays themselves.
structure
plasticity
to
the
referring the
in
favor
of the colloid theory
are
most
students
of
ceramics
While
plasticity to be
Grout6,
consider
plasticity,
for
example
for
others,
play
a modifying
only
colloids
and
that
molecular
due to
attraction
part. But nearly all agree that since the properties of colloids are
primarily surface properties, any method which wou{d determine
the extent of surface development may be considered a measurement
of the colloid content. This, however, .is not of necessity a measure
of the plasticity, for plasticity may depend to a certain extent on the
result of several forces, some of which may not yet be recognized.
In studying the colloidality of Lake Agassiz clays no attempt
was made to determine the absolute amouit of colloids in each
stratum; but the values obtained should give a correct estimate of
the relative quantity of colloids in each section chosen.
Two methods were used for determining the relative surface
development; (a) the adsorption of sodium carbonate by the clay,
and (b) the hygroscopicity of the clay.
The samples for these measurements were taken from the Standby
Plant and Kildonan Park sections in such an order that the Kildonan
Park samples should be a continuation at depth of the Standby Plant
samples. The first three (A), (B) and (C), which were similar to
those used in the analysis, were taken from the Standby Plant section;
while the last three (D), (E) and (F) were obtained from the Kildonan
Park Section. The respective distances from the surface of the six
samples chosen were (A) 6 feet 9 inches b 7 feet 2 inches, (B) 7 feet
9 inches to 8 feet 2 inches, (C) 9 feet 511 inches to I feet I0/2
inches, (D) 10 feet 7 inches torl1 feet, (E) 13 feet 6 inches to 13 feet
11 inches and (F) 18 feet 5 inches to 18 feet 10 inches. Sample (D)
from the Kildonan Park section, was so,chosen that it would very

portional

to the colloids

N. and Miller, L.B.ç Jour. of Phy. Chem., Vol.26, No. 1, 1922, p. 17'
S. U.S. Dept. of Agr. Bur. Chem. Bull. 83.
E. The Colloidal Matter of Clay and its Measurement. U.S. Geol.
Survey. Bull. 388, 1909.
6Grout, F. F. Clays and Shales of Minnesota, U.S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 678,
sPearce, J.

aCushman, A.
ðAshley, H.

p. 30, 1919.
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closely resemble sample (C) of the Standby Plant
sample a uniform frve inch section was obtained.

t7

section. For

each

Preparation of the samples:-About 50 grams of each sample
with water, the lumps being broken up by gently
rubbing with the fingers. The clay suspension was then stirred
vigorously for some time and allowed to stand until sedimentation
became complete. The supernatant liquid *., ,"*orr"d as completely
^as possible and part of the clay dried at room
temperature, 2Bo centigrade and the remainder at a temperature of l10o centigrade in an
electric oven. The dried material was carefully reduced to a fine
powder, well mixed, and placed in a desiccator to prevent absorption
of moisture from'the atmosphere.
were shaken up

The ad;orþtion.of sod,,ium carbonøte by the cl,ay
HolmesT states that according to Bleininger, " Plasticity is sometimes measured by letting a known weight of clay stand in a normal
solution of sodium carbonate, then deteimining the amount adsorbed
by the decrease in the strength of the solution. The amount of
sodium carbonate adsorbed is supposed to be proportional to the
colloids, which colloids are supposed to be the seat and source of

plasticity."

Procedure:-Duplicate samplês of each of the clays which had
been dried at 11O' centigrade, were accurately weighed out.and
placed in 500 cubic centimeter Eilenmeyer flasks. To each sample
was added 100 cubic centimeters of a standardized normal sodium
carbonate solution. At the end of 112 hours 25 cubic centimeters
of the sodium carbonate solution were withdrawn from each flask by
rneans of a pipette and titrated against a known solution of hydrochlbric acid, which had been standardized to the sodium carbonate

decrease in the strength of the sodium carbonate
solution represented the amount of sodium carbonate adsorbed by
the clay. The percentage.adsorbed was then calculated. The
values obtained are tabulated in Table I.
A survey of the data in this table shows that with the exception
qf sêction (B) the amount of sodium carbonate adsorbed increases
with depth and since the amount of sodium carbonate is proportional
to the colloids present, then the colloidal content, increases with
depth.. Section (B) which was taken from the yellow sandy bed
contains less colloidal material than any of the other sections.

solution. The

THolmes,

D-2

H.

M.

Laboratory Manuai of Colloidal Chemistry, p. I05,

L922.
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TABLE

comþarison

oJ the Ad,sor,þti,ae Pozaer oJ

A
B
C

D
E
F

the various ctay sections, Jor Sodöum carbonate

From surface

Sections

6'9" to 7' 2"
7'9" to 8t 2't
9' 5)4" to 9' 7o/"

7" to LI' 0"
13' 6" to l3' ll"
18' 5" to 18' 10"
LO'

1.

Percentage of Sodium
Carbonate adsorbed
1.51
1.38
1

.99

t.94

2.t6
2.35

The hYgroscoþi.ciÍY of the CIaYs

"

This depends upon tbe power of clays to absorb moisture from
a moist atmosphere. As has been stated previously, the amount of
watef absorbed varies directly as the colloidal content. The method
used was adapted from Patten and Gallagher.s
Two parallel series of thé clay sections were taken. In one series
the clays used wère those which had been dried at room temperature'
23o centigrade, and in the other, samples of the same clays were
used, but in this case they were dried at a temperature of 110o centigrade in the electric oven.
Procedure:--.-wet sponges were placed in the bottom of desiccators to saturate the atmosphere with moisture. Ten gram samples
of each of the prepared clays were placed in shallow dishes and the
dishes and contents were put in the desiccators. At first to find the
amount of water absorbed, weighings were made every few hours,
but towards the end weighings were made only every other day'
These weighings were continued until the change in weight of the
samples between each successive reading became negligibly small.
The desiccators were kept as nearly as possible at a temperature of
23o centigrade.
The time in hours and the percentage of v¡ater absorbed in each
case .were plotted on graphs, the ordinates representing the length
of time the clay remained in contact with the moist atmosphere,
the abscissae representing the pdrcentages of water absorbed' The
maximum value of the abscissae of each curve gives the total percentage of water that each sample would absorb'
In examining the graphs it is seen that all the curves are of a
similar nature. At first the rate of absorption is very rapid, consider---f, Prt-t"r,"ndGuiluglt
Bull.

5.
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ably over fifty per cent. of the total water taken up being absorbed
within the first 40 hours which is only about one-ninth.of the total
time required for the curves to reach their asymptotic limits. The
curves also show that approximately the same length of time is
required for a maximum value to be reached whether the clays were
dried at 110e centigrade or at 28" centigrade which shows that the
rate of absorption of those dried at 110o centigrade has increased an
appreciable amount over that of the same clays when dried at 28"
centigrade. As each curve represents the hygroscopicity of difierent
clay sections taken at descending depths, it is obvious that descending

s

\a
AJ

.\

R

.40ö/0lz/4/6/A¿o
6A/o/2/4
% of
of water aósorbed
Fig.

3. Hygroscopicity

cLrves of clay samples which have been dried

at room temperature.
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from (A) to (F) and ornitting (B) the rate of absorption for corresponding points on each curve increases. Thus it is seen that the rate
of absorption at'any instant depends both on the colloids, and on the
amount of moisture which the clays already contain; also the maximum rate of absorption takes place at the exact instant the dried
clay is brought in contact rvith the moist atmosphere and from that
rnoment until the final value is reached the rate gradually decreases'
Sèction (B), which is of the yellow sandy band, has much lower
rates of absorption than the corresponding rates of the other sections,
and it also takes it far less time to absorb its maximum amount of
watér.

The maximum amount of water absorbed in each case is indi-

cated in the following table:
TABLE

2

Hygroscoþ'ic'ity oJ

d,r'ied,

at Roont

Percentage of water absorbed

Section

14. 6

A

8.6

B

.C

16. 6
16. 65

D
E
F

L7.2
19.3

TABLE

.

Temþerature

3

Hygroscoþicity oJ Clays wh'ich haae been d'r'ied'

From surface

_':11_1,

AI
BI
cl
Dl
EI
FI

6' 9" to 7' 2"
7' 9" to 8' 2"
g' 5%" to g', l0/2"

l0' 7" io 11' 00"
13' 6" to .L3' Ll"
18'5" to 18' 10"

al tto"

centigrade-

------

Percentage of water absorbecl

t9.4
tL.7
2L.4

2r.0

2t.5
24.4

Tables 2 and.3 confirm very satisfactorily the results obtained
in Table l, namely that the colloidality of these clays increases with
depth and that section (B) contains the-least colloidal material'
Investigations carried on by Pearce and Millere show that in
clays derived from glacial till, the colloidal content decreases with

¿";tn. m"v
ePearce,

"t.",;

J. N. and Miller,

L.B.

Jour. of Phy. Chem', Vol. 26, No' 1' 1923'
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formed by leaching and weathering. The colloidal content of the
Lake Agaséiz clays thus far examined did not decrease but increased
with depth; moreover, as ïyas pointed out in the discussion of the
analysis, leaching could not have gone on to any great extent. These
colloids were not formed by leaching but were deposited at the time
the clays were laid down. Whether the colloidal content has increased or decreased since deposition is not known.

s

\s

.\
ñN

2
Fig.

4.

4

6 I

/O /2 /4 /6 /8 20 22 24
% of water absorbed
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Hygroscopicity curves of clay samples which have beed dried at room
temperature.
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A sample of each of the clays which had been dried at room
temperature was heated in the electric oven for 24 hours at 1100
centigrade.
The percentage of ri¡ater lost in each case is given in the following
table.
TABLE
Percentage oJ Water Conta,i,ned.

4

in Clays which

Sections

From surface

A

6' 9" to 7' 2"
7t 9" to 8' 2t'
9' 5%" to 9' 70/2"

B
C

haae been d.ried.

E
F

centigrade

in clays

Percentage of water

4.65
4.7
4.55
4.50
5.00

l0' 7" to 17' o}'i
l3' 6" to L3' 11"
18' 5" to 18' 10"

D

at tti¡o

Below is given ,a summary of the results obtained
Two, Three and Four.
TABLE 5

in

Tables

Summary oJ Tables Two, Three and. Four
Sections

A
B
C

D
E
F

From surface

6' 9" to 7t 2t'

7'9" to 8'2"
9t 5%'t to 9' l0r/"

7" to 11' 00"
13' 6" to 13' LI"
18' 5" to 78' LO"
7O'

T'able 2

Tables

Table 4 2and4 Table

3

79.25
11.80

19.40
11.70

2L.30

2t.40

2L.20

27.00

t7.20

4.65
3.20
4.70
4.55
4.50

2r.70

21.50

19.30

5. 00

24.30

24.40

14.60

8.60
16.60
16. 65

Iri the above summary it is seen that if there are added together the results obtained in Table Two (Hygroscopicity of clays
which have beén, dried at room temperature) and those obtained in
Table Four (Percentage of water contained by the same clays which
have been dried at 1100 centigrade) the results tabulated in the column
headed "Tâbles 2 and 4" will be obtained. On comparing these
values with those obtained'in Table 3 (Hygroscopicity of clays which
have been dried at 110e centigrade) it is obvious that practically
the same values have been obtained. The slight differences are
likely due to experimental error.
In summation, the relative colloidal content has been obtained
in two different manners; first, by heating the clay at 110a centigrade

[wer.r.ece e uavr.reno]
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until all the uncombined water rüas driven off and then seeing how
much moisture the clai would absorb on exposure to a moist atmosphere, and seeond, by drying the clays at room temperature, exposing
them to a moist atmosphere and calculating the amount of moisture
contained in another sample of the same clay which was dried at

110" centigrade; and similar results obtained. This shows that

q
_(

\a
AJ

.\

È

6
Fig.

5.

/8 20 22 ?4

t,

":-"1: "1"./!o
Hygroscopicity curves of clay samples which have been dried at
a temperatüre of 110'c.
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to 110o centigrade has no appreciable effect on the
in the clay.
heating

colloids

Totø|, Water Caþacity

The total ü¡ater capacity, according to Pearce and Millerro is
the number of grains of water which when added to one gram of clay
is just sufficient to'cause it to flow, or in other words as is pointed
out by Cameronll it is the sum of the hygroscopic water capacity
and the interstitial u¡ater capacity which he calls the free water
capacity.
' Using the method prescribed by Pearce and Miller, the total
water capacities of the six sections used in the hygroscopicity tests
were determined.

Procedure:-Ten gram samples of each of the clays were placed
in tared bottles. The samples were then heated in the electric oven
at 110o centigrade until constant in weight. Distilled waterwas
then âdded drop by drop from a burette with constant stirring,
until a furrow made in the clay with a glass rod was immediately
filled with the clay and rvater. Finally the bottles were dried, placed
in the balance case for a few minutes and weighed. Part of the
'water rvas allowed to evaporate from each of the bottles and the
above process repeated until .the readings were almost constant,
not differing by more than t.05 grams.
The total water capacities expressed in percentages by weight
of water taken up by the dried clay is given in the following table.
TABLE

6

The total Water Caþacities oJ the Cl,ay Sections
Sections

A
B

c
D
E
F

From surface

6' 9" to 7' 2"
7' 9" to 8'2"
9' 5%" to 9' 7or/"

I0' 7" to 11' 00"
6" to 13t'l7tt
18' 5" to 18' 10"

Total Water Capacity

t28.r
86.
tôû.

1
¡

L32.5

t35.7

13',

t54.t

As is seen from the above table the total water capacity of each
case with the exception of
(B) it is over 100 per cent. by weight of the dried sample. Another

of the sections is enormous. In every

r0Pearce and Miller. Colloidal Properties of Pleistocene
Chem., Vol. 36, No. 1, 1922.
lllour. Phy. Chem., Vol. 14, 340, 1910.

Clays. Jour. of Phy.

lw¿r.r.ecp a l.ravwenol
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very outstanding fact is that the total v/ater capacity increases'with
depth. It is suggested that.this increase with depth may be due
to the gradual shallowing of Lake Agassiz, for when the lower clays
were laid down the lake was of great size and extent, the part where
Winnipeg now stands being under several hundred feet of water,
and at a gteat distance from any of the inlets of the Lake; consequently only the very finest products of rock weathering were able to
accumulate there and be deposited either colloidally or otherwise.
As the lake gradually shallowed, material of a coarser type was able
to accumulate and be deposited. Thus since the total water capacity
depends, first, upon the interstitial space between the particles and
second, upon the surface effects of the particles themselves, it is
apparent that the lower clays, being composed of the finest particles,
would have both the greatest interstitial spabe and the largest surface
effect, and that due to the shallowing of the lake these two factors
would gradually diminish, which would result, ascending from bottom
to top, in a gradual decrease in the total water capacity of the clays.
It should be possible, by means. of a super-centrifuge to obtain
definite results as to the variation with depth in the size of the clay

Particles'

Free wøter cøþac,ity

The free water capacity is the difference between the total
watei capacity and the hygroscopic water capacity, or as defined by
Cameronl2 it is the water in the soil which is not absorbed by the
soil particles., Thus, as was mentioned previously, it is a measure
of the interstitial space of the clay.
' In Table 7 the free water capacities expressed in percentages
by weight of the dried sections are given.
The free water capacity, as well as the
water capacities, increases with depth.
TABLE

total and

hygroscopic

7

Free Water'Caþacities oJ the Clay Secti,ons
Sections

A
B

c
D
E

F

From surface

6' g" to 7' 2"'
7' 9" lo 8' 2"
g' 52/tt b 9' I0/2"
lO' 7" to lL' 00"
L3' 6" to 13' 77"
18' 5" to 18' 10"

l2Jour. of Phys..Chem., Vol. 14, 340, 1910.

Free Water Capacity
108, 7

74.4
LLz.3
111.5

t14.2
129.7
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ir, as is believed., t-he sripping of the foundations of
the order
buildings in the City.is.due to ihe
l,ellow sandy band which is repre_
sented by section (B):.i! is quite possibte
that in some way not yet
explained the great differences i" tt t
e" water and total water
capacities between the yetow band
and" the sections above and below
may have caused the slipping
Additional investigations wilr be carried
out

of higher temperatuie on the colloidal content to find the effect
of the clays, and to
obtain accurate data on the variatio'irr-ttr"
size of grains of the dry
particles with depth. It will
ttt"o ¡" på..ìur" to undertake the more
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minute analysis of the seasonal layers and the value of the factor of
colloidal deposition under glacial lake conditions.
'

Sp¡.solr¿.r, DBposrtrox

Since the publication of Baron de Gee¡¿s work on the seasonal
banding of the post-glacial clays of Sweden, and the value of the
banding in estimating the duration of post-glacial time, some interest
has been taken in the investigation of seasonal banding in the lake

clays of other areas. Saylesrs has interpreted the banding of the

clays of the Connecticut valley as representing the seasonal banding,
of clays deposited in a glacial lake, and has suggested a similar explanation for the bandings of the Squantum tillite of Boston.
Berkeyia has explained the laminated interglacial clays of Grantsburg, IVisconsin, as illustrating seasonal accumulation. Johnstonls has
noted the seasonal layers in the fresh water beds at the bottom of
Lake Louise, a modern glacial lake, the banding being caused by the
almost immediate settling of the coarser ''particles and the gradual
silting of the finer maiterial in a water wheie the electrolytic ãontent
was not sufficient to throw down the finer sediment witi the coarser
material. The seasonal band consists of a coarse layer below,
grading into a finer layer above, the total thickness being one-fifth
to one-sixth of an inch in the deeper parts of the lake, wñose maxi-

mum length is 7/a miles. Kindler6 has carried out experimental
work on the settling oflclay-sand materials in fresh and salt water,
and has 4eached the conilusion that a sharply differentiated succession
of beds, such as sandstohe'and shale, is characteristic of sartwater
deposition, while the undiffereirtiated sandy shales are representative
of freshwater deposition. ,For example, if sand enters a freshwater
Iake in which finely divided clay had previously been depositing, the
sand will fall to the bottom before the sedimentation of the clay is
complete: if, however, the basin is marine, the clay will have been
completely deposited befbre the sand .enters the basin. Diastrophic
changes, according to Kindle, are more definitely punctuated in the
marine sediments; seasonal changes according to Johnstonr ârê rror€
clearly seen in freshwater sediments. These statements involve no
contradiction' when the sediments are continuous in type from
season to season; as when muddy rivers carry their load to a lake, the
sifting process takes place from summer to winter in the fresh water
l3Sayles, R. W. Mem. Mus.. Comp. Zool. Harvard,
47,1, lglg.
laBerkey, C. P.
Journ. ôeol., lB, 85, 1905.

A. Amer. Joirrn. Sc., IV, p.876, 1g22.
M. Kindle. Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., 28, 1917, p. 916.

lsJohnston, W.
r6E.
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bains, and seasonal layers are formed. In order, however, to differentiate clearly between that phase of sedimentation, and a succeeding
arenaceous phase, complete settling of the clay must have taken
place before the sandy material was introduced. That condition is
best fulûlled in salt water settling basins.
The Winnipeg glacial clays were deposited in deep water many
miles from a shoreline of the glacial lake. It was to be expected,
therefore, that the seasonal layers-if such occurred-would be abnormally thin. An examination of the clay immiediately below the
yellow bed, at a þlace where the bedding is most distinct, proved
this to be the case. .A reproduction is given in Fig. 7 of a section

,/nc,hes

o

ø
/2
7a

Fig. 7. Drawing of section, 1 inch thick, to illustrate planes of sedimentation
. of Lake Agassiz clays. Standby Plant, Rupert St., Winnipeg. g feet

.

2 inches below surface level.

in thickness at a depth of 9 feet 2 inches in the Standby Plant
excavation on Rupert Street, Winnipeg (see section in Fig. 1). By
the aid of a lens, 49 layers ìMere counted in the thickness of 1 ínch,
and it cannot be positively stated that all the layers were identified.
1 inch

This was typical of the lower clays, to the bottom of the section
obtained at the Standby Plant in \Ã/innipeg, or on the Red river
opposite Kildonan

Park.

These clays may be described as made up

lwer.r.acB a
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of extremely thin laminae or bands, of an average thickness
varying
from 1-50th to 1-40th of an inch, and with ,ro gr"ãt
variation in thickness from those rimits. There are layers which
stand out more
distinctly than the others, some of wricn may reach
a thickness of
-îi;
1-10th of an inch, but.such are exceptionar
thú"r'iãu"r.
ur"
characterised also by their lighter .oiour, significant
of a high., percentage of arenaceous materiar. They are seen
in fair definition in
Plate I. The inch section shown in Fþ. 7 is
the third inch from the
top of the section photographed in plate I.
The variations from bottom to top of the individuar
layers wilr
be dealt with in a further co-rn,rnicåtion on the mechani;"i;";position of the clays. .
Su¡,ltrany

The results obtained in the investigations on the Lake
Agassiz

clays are given below
The sections in the \Ã/innipeg area consist of soil (approx.
4 feet),

sand to sandy clay_ (approx, B feet), Iake clay, rriabll'and
bedded
(approx. 3 feet), yellow sandy clay (approx. 6
in.), fine bedded dark
grey clays (9 feer *
).
The greatest variation occurs in the upper sandy

clay, which is
probably river deposited.
The lower yellow clay shows very little variation. It
was raid
down in a north-flowing river during å t".rrporu.y emptying
of Lake

Agassiz.

The upper and lower bedded cläys are true lake deposits,
Iaid
down at great depths in the glacial lake.
There has been practically no leaching of the clays
since de_
position.
The yellow sandy clays represented by section (B) contain
less

colloidal material than either the gray, silty clays abo.re
ii o. tt
dark gray, finely laminated clays below it.
"
The colloidal content of the clays investigated, with
the exception
of section (B) mentioned above, increases rvñn a"ptt.
The colloids in the crays were not formed by leaching
but were
deposited at the time the clays were laid down.
up to 110o centigrade have no appreciable effect
-Temperatures
on the colloids in the clay.
The rate of absorption of moisture by the clays from
a moist
atmosphere depends upon two factors, namery, the
amount of coiloids
in the clays, and the quantity of moistur" th" claysalread'.ont"irr.
The rnaximum rate of absorption takes prace at -trr"
irrrtu.rt

"*uãt
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the dried clay is brought into contact with the moist atmosphere and
from that moment until ,the final value is reached .the rate gradually
decreases.

The yellow sandy band has the least " total " and " free " water
capacity.
The "total" and "free" water capacity in all the clays with the
exception of the yellow sandy band increases with depth.
The colloidal factor is of minor importance in: the slipping of
the yellow band (B) be¡eath heavy buildings' The cause of slipping
has not as yet been determined.
The lake clays show very definite seasonal bandings, 1-40th to
1-50th of an inch in thickness. Exceptional bands, more sandy
in nature, reach a maximum thickness of 1-10th of an inch. The
bands represent the finest portions of the clays, deposited at great
depths in the centre of the lake.
The authors take this opportunity of expressing their appreciation to the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research for the assistance rendered in the progress of their research.
The junior author holds a bursary from the Council, and the results
of the investigations to date are here presented by permission of the
Council.
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